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Pork

As reported, COVID cases begin to rise again in the US, continue 
to expect shortages across all pork suppliers as plants struggle 
with employee absenteeism. 

Beef

Cattle supplies are still higher than normal and there is  
pressure on pricing in the market. Grinds have experienced the 
most significant volume decrease week over week.

Seafood

Record Sockeye salmon harvest caught in Bristol Bay. Texas 
Brown shrimp season looks very promising so with significant 
landings. 

Whole birds are slightly down to steady. Jumbo breast 
markets have increased with stronger demand due to 
lighter bird weights showing up in the plants. As pro sports 
come back, the tenders and wing markets will continue to 
gain market strength. Dark meats are still trending lower. 

Soybean oil rallied last week due to the following: shrinking 
refining capabilities, inbound oil and logistics issues, and 
labor constraints, and rising market values of Canola and 
palm oil. Corn and soybeans were reported to be exporting 
large quantities to China.

Middles meats continue to move lower, with strip loins 
taking the most decline. Ribs continue to move lower, but 
they are not moving at the same pace as strips. Tenders 
appear to have leveled off as the price point was attractive 
for the large retailers. The chuck primal has also felt a bit of 
a shift with softer undertones. Briskets continue to be 
sought after.

The natural cheese and mozzarella markets decreased by 
over $0.20 while processed cheese increased by $0.04. 
There is excess demand however supply lags. The butter 
market made movements in both directions last week but 
has trended downward over the past few days. Large, 
ex-large, and medium white egg markets fell slightly.

US hog futures rose again this week. Bone-in butts are 
down, and boneless butts will continue to be a struggle to 
bone out as labor remains to be an issue. Loins remain 
steady. Opportunities on boneless loins and tenderloins 
remain plentiful as these items are valuable purchases. 
Pricing on spareribs and St. Louis ribs has increased due to 
high demand. Bellies are low but increasing.

White shrimp is a better value proposition compared to 
brown shrimp due to product availability vs demand. 
Supplies of small PUD shrimp are very limited due to 
seasonality and the situation is expected to get worse 
before it gets better. Please upgrade one size up as a viable 
substitute if possible.
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Hot House

Asparagus

Tomato’s continuing to be tight for 4-5 
weeks, shorts primarily TOV, Beefsteak and 
Campari’s. Pepper supplies is intermittent 
with dips in production and potential shorts. The market is starting to increase as 

Central Mexico growers start to wind 
down production. Supplies are 
expected to be tight through August. 
Quality is fair to good.

Potatoes

Market is active. Some Idaho growers will be 
wrapping up storage and begin harvesting 
new crop next week. Larger sizes and #2 
potatoes expected to be very tight for a few 
weeks as new crop is mostly #1. 

Avocados Broccoli Lettuce and Leaf

Mexico has transitioned to their 
summer crop. The market is stronger 
as their old crop has rapidly declined. 
Mexico's summer crop is very clean 
yielding high percentage of #1 fruit 
and limited supplies of #2’s. California 
is 80% harvested. Volume will 
decrease each week through August.

Mostly fair quality at this time with 
occasional brown beading, 
mechanical damage, and irregular 
shape. Market remains steady for now 
as demand continues to fluctuate 
from week to week.

Markets continue to be active on 
romaine and iceberg and calmer on 
the leaf lettuces. Look for the markets 
to continue to be unsettled for the 
month of August. Quality on romaine, 
leaf and iceberg are mostly fair with  
reports of mildew, insect pressure 
and windburn.  
 

Squash

Light supplies in the East. Quality good and 
the market is strong. Moderate supplies out 
of California, expect the market to get 
stronger.

Limes

Green Beans Cauliflower Eggplant-Alert

Supplies are short in the East. There is 
a range in quality and the market is 
stronger. Moderate supplies and 
demand in the West.

Mostly fair quality at this time. Larger 
jacket trim with high percentage of 
undersized heads in the pack.  
Occasional moisture in the pack and 
slight mechanical damage. Market is 
adjusting due to lower demand and 
better supply available for this 
coming week. 

Eggplant remain short in the East, but 
quality is good. The market remains 
strong. Light supplies out of 
California for the next two weeks.

Lime market has rapidly advanced and 
demand exceeds supplies. Lower yields due 
to heat and typical growing cycle. Labor 
challenges in Mexico and South Texas due 
to COVID, and impact from recent hurricane.

Pineapples

Mix Berries Citrus Peppers-Alert

Market remains firm with supplies expected 
to be tight for the next few weeks. Quality is 
good to very good.

Blackberries and Raspberries are short 
in supply, but due to lower demand 
continue to be available.  Good 
supply on blueberries to meet all 
demand. 

Lemons: Market remains mostly 
steady with larger fancy slightly 
higher. Quality is reported as good. 
Oranges: Market mostly steady on 
larger fruit. 113 and 138 are tighter 
and market up slightly and expected 
to strengthen through the summer. 
Quality is fair to good with some 
re-greening.

Red, yellow and orange bell peppers 
remain short in supply on both the 
east and west coasts.  Demand is up 
as well due to the limited supply on 
the Hot House grown product. Green 
bells are doing better with good 
supply on both coasts. 

Strawberry-Alert Melons Tomato

Active markets continue this week 
with lighter supplies being reported 
across the industry.  August’s 
production numbers will be down, 
and markets will be unsettled the 
next 2-3 weeks. 

The cantaloupe market remains 
strong with production holding 
mostly steady. Honeydew production 
anticipated to see slight reduction 
near-term with market increasing, 

East: Supply has been light due to 
rain showers and planting gaps. 
Supply will increase in the coming 
weeks.  
West: Northern California supplies 
continue to be extremely light due to 
supply gaps. Availability out of 
Mexico has been light due to recent  
storms.
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